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As we wind down for summer in the Northern Hemisphere, we are already thinking ahead for the three issues that
come one right after another starting in September. In the last of the trio, we will debut our first annual
inter national ist of the year section that will highlight and celebrate the people at major multinational marketers

who are behind the year’s outstanding multinational campaigns.
For that, we are seeking nominations from you, our readers. Send us your suggestions with a sentence or two about
why you think your nominee should be selected. Include a contact person we can follow up with for
additional information. No visuals are required (nor desired) for the nomination.That will come in a later round. Final choices
will be made by the inter national ist editorial team, and the winning individuals will be profiled in the late fall issue.
To achieve this designation, individuals should be breaking the mold with the multinational communications
being created for their brands.The programs should be communicating in ways that stand out from the crowd
and from the other entries in their categories. And they should be appearing multinationally in 2004.
We know there is a lot of good work in the international marketplace. Help us celebrate the best with your nominations.
Meanwhile, this current issue addresses key topics: the issue of the relationships between
media and creative, the recovery in Japan, media audits, what’s happening in movie marketing, and more.
If you have any comments about those and other stories, let us hear from you.

inter national ist of the year
NOMINATIONS DUE BY SEPTEMBER 1
E-MAIL YOUR NOMINATIONS TO EDITORIAL@INTER-NATIONAL-IST.COM

deborah malone

nancy s. giges
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multi-platform
agreements, online
becoming mainstream
Mattel is partnering with Nickelodeon in Latin
America and India to reach kids in those regions
with more than just traditional advertising.
Multi-platform agreements include
programming, online, and other initiatives as
well as advertising.
As part of the agreements, Nickelodeon will
create an animated series of vignettes based on
Mattel’s toy line My Scene, presenting the dolls in
various adventures.The productions will not only
Barbie
be aired by Nickelodeon but will also be available
from
for Mattel to air via broadcast networks in the
Mattel’s
My Scene
region as well as internationally.
line.
Meanwhile, Nike and MSN are teaming to
launch a pan-European online football game,
which players can play through MSN
Messenger. Nike’s Olé 3-D game, available in 11
European markets and supported by advertising on MSN, MSN
Hotmail and MSN Messenger, is based on the advanced multiplayer
football game on www.nikefootball.com, which features some of
the world’s top players.
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With the International
Advertising Association’s 39th
World Congress set for Beijing,
Sept. 7-10, China’s advertising
industry can show off its stuff.
The poster at right for BKK
Electronics Corp. highlights the
slim lines of the Ultra Thin
DVD player, with the tagline
“Handle with care,”
suggesting that the thinner the
machine, the sharper the edges.
The ambient campaign
demonstrates the smooth finish
of Nippon Paint’s wood coatings
(below right) in an unusual way.
Dragons, usually seen coiled
around the top of wooden pillars
in gardens, palaces, and gateways
across China, apparently couldn’t
cling to the top of the pillars
because the Nippon wood coating
is so smooth. Both are by Leo
Burnett Guangzhou.
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china
up close
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personal
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acceptance of product placement
varies widely

% AGREEING THAT PRODUCT PLACEMENT
WOULD ENCOURAGE THEM TO TRY A BRAND

Product placement is likely to work best in Mexico, Singapore, and

53 %

SINGAPORE

49 %

SWEDEN

44 %

INDIA

35 %

KONG

33 %

AUSTRALIA

32 %

SPAIN

31 %

CHINA

29 %

REPUBLIC

27 %

CANADA

26 %

U.S.

26 %

GERMANY

25 %

BRITAIN

22 %

POLAND

22 %

ITALY

21 %

NORWAY

18 %

DENMARK

14 %

Sweden and least likely in France and the Netherlands.
That’s the conclusion of a survey commissioned by Mediaedge:cia

HONG

in an effort to gain more insight into emerging communication vehicles.
The survey took place among 11,300 adults in 20 countries.
Over-all 29% agreed that product placement in films would encourage
them to try a brand, but the range was wide, from 53% in Mexico to

CZECH

8% in France.
Globally, the figure rose by over 40% among 15-24 year-olds.
When viewers were asked about actively ignoring brands advertised
through product placement in films, over half (52%) stated they
do and some (32%) further highlighted their rejection by saying they
find it annoying.
More than half (57%) objected to the “interference” in the
film-making process, with many of the objections coming from Europe.
On a positive note, almost one-third (32%) said they considered
brands to be of quality when associated with a film. This figure
increases to 41% among young adults 15–24.

•

GREAT

FINLAND

14 %

NETHERLANDS

9 %

FRANCE

8 %

Source: Mediaedge: cia
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LOCAL CURRENCY
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

JULY 8
HONG KONG
BLOOMBERG TELEVISION
AND ESPN STAR SPORTS
ASIAN TV FORUM 2004
Bloomberg Auditorium
RESERVATIONS: Iris Mui,
irismui@media.com.hk
or 852-3175-1912
PRICE: HK$1550

AUGUST 19–20
IAS and IAA SINGAPORE
7TH SINGAPORE INTERNATIONAL
AD CONGRESS
PLACE:

Grand Copthorne
Waterfront Hotel
RESERVATIONS:
instadv@singnet.com.sg
or 65-6220-8382
PRICE: Member S$580;
non-member S$1,160

AUGUST 20
IAS and IAA SINGAPORE
EFFIE AWARDS
CEREMONY & GALA
PLACE:

Grand Copthorne
Waterfront Hotel
RESERVATIONS:
instadv@singnet.com.sg
or 65-6220-8382
PRICE: Member S$120;
non-member S$180
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A pediatrician group in AUSTRALASIA has issued a formal policy statement on children and
the media, criticizing parents for allowing children to watch too much television, according to
Reed Smith Hall Dickler’s “Adlaw by Request.” Acknowledging that media technologies can be
beneficial if used selectively and appropriately, the group says children blur content and advertising
and that children under the age of eight are unable to make a discerning judgment about the
truth of ad claims.The group also criticized the proportion of advertising run during children’s
programs promoting “junk” food and candy and referred to studies that link obesity with TV viewing.
The debate over food advertising in the U.K. continues. A report in the Sunday Telegraph says the
government is planning to propose a ban on targeting children with advertisements for a range of
unhealthy foods, including burgers, crisps, fizzy drinks and sweets in an attempt to reduce obesity.
An official announcement is expected in September, the newspaper says.
SINGAPORE has revised rules concerning advertising to allow competition into medical services
by updating publicity rules for healthcare institutions, which can now advertise in newspapers and
other printed forms of media though not yet on radio or television. According to Reed Smith
Hall Dickler in its “Adlaw by Request,” this is encouraging because a better educated consumer
may make better informed decisions about issues of concern. Long considered a repressive
government when it came to advertising, this is the latest step by Singapore to adopt more liberal
and mainstream rules, the law firm says.
The INDIAN government, as expected, instituted a complete ban on the advertising of tobacco
products (inter national ist, Jan 04, page 10).This includes sponsorships and indirect advertising, including
all non-tobacco products, which share their brand name with those of tobacco products.

•

Beijing International
Convention Center, Beijing
RESERVATIONS:
www.iaacongress-china.com;
international@china-aa.org
PRICE: Member US$1,100;
non-member US$1,300

www.inter-national-ist.com
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Advertisers, agencies, and media in the EUROPEAN UNION are joining together to encourage the
industry to work together toward an effective and sustainable self-regulation system. Leading the
effort are Anthony Simon, president-marketing, Unilever Bestfoods; Bernd M. Michael, chairmanCEO, Grey Europe, Middle East & Africa; and Nicolas de Tavernost, CEO, M6. A charter that sets
out a best practice model has been created as a declaration of commitment to self-regulation best
practice, and members of the advertising and marketing industry are being asked to support it.The
effort has the support of 13 industry organizations including the European Advertising Standards
Alliance and the World Federation of Advertisers.

PLACE:
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regulations in the works…

SEPTEMBER 7–10
IAA 39TH WORLD CONGRESS
“BREAKTHROUGH INTO
THE FUTURE”

Submit your events to
editorial@inter-national-ist.com

L

gum back in
singapore

After a 12-year absence and the lifting of a ban on chewing gum that offers
therapeutic value,Wrigley is back in Singapore with the launch of Orbit.
The company announced its return in ads in two of the city state’s
widely read dailies The Straits Times and Lianhe Zabao showing the
white-coated gum pieces lined up as a row of gleaming white teeth.
Followup creative in outdoor, press, poster, and public relations focus
on the gum’s ability to “remineralize” tooth enamel as well as how
gum can be obtained to comply with restrictions.The law also requires
gum to be sold only by pharmacists or dentists, who must keep the
names of buyers, a rule that also applies to drugs with codeine. Leo
Burnett Singapore handles creative; Starcom Singapore handles media;
and Lizard Storm handles pr.
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new
international
media study
underway
in europe
Following a successful pilot,
a new survey, supported by
19 advertisers, agencies, and
media, will measure the
media preferences of a senior
business and influential
audience in nine European
countries. Called Media
Brand Values, the survey will
report on 13 media attributes
(such as trustworthy/impartial
and unbiased) among
individuals who are frequent
consumers of selected
national and international
publications or TV channels.
In the pilot, distinct
differences were observed
between those who regularly
consumed international
media and those who did not.
Regular international media
consumers also had a different
kind of relationship with
the media they consumed.
For example, regular readers
of international weekly
publications were three times
more likely to say that these
publications helped to “keep
me ahead of the game” than
readers of national media.

L
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samba in
scandinavia
Coca-Cola is advertising

N
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SanSao soft drink in
Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden with a Brazilian
beat. Creative is by Grey
Global Group’s Robert/Boisen
& Like-Minded,Copenhagen;
media by Initiative
Universal Media.

•

carrying the message
into the store
The parade of people racing to get to the Synoptik eyecare
store gains steam—and participants—in this spot that centers
on the concept of discounts connected to age. As the chase
enters it final stages and the commercial comes to a close,
viewers are asked “What’s your percentage?”That discount,
determined by the customer’s age, is an ice breaker when
revealed during purchase.The spot by Grey Copenhagen, with
media by Carat, has been running in Denmark, Germany,
Norway, and Sweden.
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SEPTEMBER 14–15
THE 2ND ANNUAL
ADVERTISING FESTIVAL
PLACE:

Concorde La Fayette, Paris

RESERVATIONS:

www.theadvertisingfestival.com;
Cindy Rodges
cindy@theadvertisingfestival.com
PRICE: €700 for all events plus
19.6% VAT

SEPTEMBER 22–24
RESULTS INTERNATIONAL
CONSULTING
5TH GLOBAL MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS
CONFERENCE
PLACE:

Hotel Le Meridien Park
Atlantic, Lisbon
RESERVATIONS: Carlos A. Yépez
cyepez@grupoconsultores.com
or 34 91 702 1113
PRICE: NA

SEPTEMBER 29
IAA FRANCE BETTER
BUSINESS BREAKFAST
“HOW TO MAKE A GLOBAL
SUPERBRAND”
PLACE: Le Press Club de France,
Paris
RESERVATIONS: Ingrid Paun
33-68-543-27-89 or
bbw_paris@yahoo.com;
Mary L Rega 33-68-68-04179
PRICE: Member €50; non-member €70

SEPTEMBER 30
ASIAN BRAND MARKETING
EFFECTIVENESS AWARDS
PLACE:

Grand Hyatt, Hong Kong
Melia Lai
852-3175-1913 or
mlai@media.com.hk
PRICE: NA
RESERVATIONS:

•

mitsubishi colt debuts
A new outdoor campaign in 15 cities across Europe cities is part of
the launch for the new Mitsubishi Colt.The automaker recently
named Poster Publicity in London for the planning and buying of
the work by Amsterdam-based Strawberry Frog. Davinci, the
Omnicom owned media agency that works for all Daimler
Chrysler brands, is also involved.

•

OCTOBER 24–27
MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS
OF AMERICA
AMERICAN MAGAZINE
CONFERENCE
PLACE: Boca Raton Resort & Club,
Boca Raton, Fla., USA
RESERVATIONS: Deirdre Pannazzo
dpannazzo@magazine.org
PRICE: NA

continued on p.41...
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recovery...finally

Advertisers across a number of industry
categories are increasing ad spending
although experts still remain cautious.
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After more than a decade of
economic decline, there are
increasing signs that Japan’s
economy has finally turned
the corner.
“The pace of recovery isn’t
fast, but the outlook appears
positive,” said Atsushi Nakajima,
chief economist at Mizuho
Research Institute in Tokyo.
Rising exports are one
sign. Another is that Japanese
consumers are becoming
more upbeat, according to
regular surveys by The
Nippon Research Institute.
There are also signs that this
means good news for agencies
and media companies in Japan
where advertising spending
has fallen steadily from
¥6,110.2 billion in 2000 to
¥5,684.1 billion in 2003,
according to Dentsu.
Dentsu, which accounts
for about 23% of the Japanese
market, has seen its own
billings grow consistently
since February, compared with
comparable figures last year.
“The Japanese economy
is expected to continue to
experience moderate recovery
during the coming year,
supported primarily by
private demand,” said a
Dentsu spokesperson. On a
non-consolidated basis,
Dentsu forecasts billings of
¥1,484.3 billion, a 5.8%
increase for its 2004 –2005

fiscal year that ends March 31.
The Japan Center for
Economic Research estimates
that Japan’s gross advertising
expenditures for the 2004–
2005 year will increase by 2.8%
over the previous financial
year, indicating that spending
on advertising is about to
enter a new phase of growth.
“We are definitely seeing
growth currently and expect
it to continue during the
summer.This is particularly in
TV. However, other media are
quite flat although there does
seem to be some pickup in
newspapers also,” said Andrew
Meaden,CEO of Mindshare Japan.
However, observers are
cautious about how long this
recovery may last. “I suspect
[the pace of recovery] will
slow up by the end of the year
as it seems to be generated by
an export-led mini-boom in
the domestic economy and
also positive trends in the U.S.
economy,” added Meaden.
According to a Mindshare
Japan analysis, the key
industries contributing to
advertising growth in the
early part of this year are
toiletries, beer/beverage, and
digital electric appliances
such as digital cameras, DVD
players, plasma TVs, and
printers. Canon, Xerox, and
Ricoh are all reported to have
increased spending on spot

A D
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TV investment in the first
quarter. It is anticipated that
those industries will continue
to contribute to the market
growth from the second
quarter onward.
The most recent
ZenithOptimedia report,
published last December,
predicted that ad expenditures
would rise in Japan this year,
especially in the most
competitive sectors. Among
those cited are home appliances
and electronics, especially
because of strong sales of digital
cameras and other popular
precision electronics; flatscreen televisions and DVD
recorders; PCs; telecoms
because of the stiff competition
among mobile phones with
built-in cameras; and autos.
Japanese spending in
international media may also
be about to increase.Though
both agencies and advertisers
decline to discuss plans, it is
thought that some new
campaigns will break from
automotive, photographic, and
electronics companies during
the second half of the year.
Asia, especially China, and
new member countries of the
European Union are both
seen to be markets that will
see more Japanese billings.
At the end of May, Nikon
launched a new campaign for
its Coolpix digital camera in
Poland. Also in Poland, Suzuki
Motor started new advertising
in June.

•

Contributor David Kilburn
has been writing about business
and advertising in Japan for
more than 20 years.
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movie world

Dramatic changes aren’t just taking place
on the big screen; they’re playing a role
in making the film business profitable.

M
http://whatisthematrix.warnerbros.com

Movie marketing used to be
very much a local activity, but
global launches, rising costs,
ticket prices that haven’t kept
pace, and more competition
are changing that.
Budgets are incorporating
all kinds of new media vehicles
that never were a part of
the movie scene before. Pan-

“The Matrix” used MTV
across Asia, Europe,
Latin America, and North
America to reach young
viewers in a variety of
environments, including
programming, at the MTV
Movie Awards, on-air
promos, VJ mentions, and
on-line support.

regional cable and online
have become much more
important in the advertising
and promotion mix.The
penetration of cable and the
Internet in various countries
is a phenomenon rolling
out, says Stephen Basil-Jones,
senior VP-media, Columbia
TriStar Film Distributors
International. “It’s a tidal
wave that is going to keep on
rolling.”

At the same time, “we don’t
have an unlimited amount
of money we can spend on
the marketing side.” says
Michael De Lucia,VPinternational marketing, Fox
Filmed Entertainment
Division of 20th Century
Fox. “Everybody’s net margins
on theatrical releases have
been squeezed. [It’s
important to] “get your
share of voice and
open big because you
don’t have long to
run,” he says.
The average cost
of making a movie
rose 9% in 2003 to
$64 million among
members of the
Motion Picture Assn.
of America, which
includes the major
studios. At the same
time marketing costs
increased to an average
of $39 million, a 28%
jump, according to MPAA.
However, for the major
releases the spending is more
like $50 million and above in
the U.S. with at least a similar
amount outside the U.S.,
many marketing execs say.
“Budgets are going up
astronomically,” says BasilJones. Comments De Lucia,
“Ticket prices haven’t kept up
with increases in the cost of
media and marketing spending,

M A R K E T I N G

and attendance in certain key
markets hasn’t been increasing.
In dollar terms, we have been
forced to spend more, and
that’s not [unique] to Fox.”
Studios have turned to
promotional partnerships
with major advertisers to
share some of the costs, but
partnerships aren’t the solution
for all movies nor the complete
answer for any movie.
While worldwide box
office revenues increased 3%
to $20.3 billion in 2003,
worldwide admissions
declined to 8.6 billion,
according to the Movie
Picture Assn.The box office
increase came from growth
outside the U.S., which
reached the $10 billion mark
for the first time.The
U.S. makes up almost half of
all worldwide box office
revenues with Europe/Middle
East/Africa contributing
about half of the international
segment and Asia/Pacific
about 35%, MPA found.
Tastes inside and outside
the U.S. appear to be similar
if top-grossing films are any
indication. According to
Variety, the five top-grossing
films in 2003—all more than
$250 million at the box office
—were the same inside and
outside the U.S: “Matrix
Reloaded” ($457 million);
“Finding Nemo” ($426 million);
“Pirates of the Caribbean:
Black Pearl” ($348 million);
“Lord of the Rings:Two
Towers” ($342 million); and
“Lord of the Rings: the Return
of the King” ($317 million).
This year, a record number
of releases costing in excess of

13

www.thedayaftertomorrow.com

E N T E R T A I N M E N T

Fox’s online activities go
well beyond exchanges
to assure broad presence.
For “The Day After
Tomorrow,” the studio’s
media buy included MSN
country-specific websites
around the world, including
at least 10 in Europe.

14
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$100 million each to produce
are expected to be released.
These include the third
Harry Potter movie and
“Troy” from Warner Bros.;
“Spider-Man 2” from Sony;
Fox’s “The Day After
Tomorrow” and “I, Robot”;
Universal Pictures’ “Van
Helsing” and “The Chronicles
of Riddick”; and Disney’s
“Around the World in 80
Days” and “King Arthur.”
In general, bigger-budget

movies mean bigger marketing
budgets to attract bigger
audiences.With greater
competition, there is a shorter
time period for a movie to
play without significant
competition, De Lucia says.
Basil-Jones agrees that
budgets are soaring “because
there is more noise in the
marketplace from our
competitors and we have to
get above them.We are shouting
louder and quicker rather
than over longer periods of
time.That has a lot to do
with the behavior of movie
goers—seeing it in the first
two weeks or not going
because something else is
distracting them,”he says.
To a certain extent, global
openings have been forced on
the industry to defend against
piracy, perhaps pushing the
industry faster than it might
have moved to open in so
many countries at once. For
some movies, that has meant
rapid success.When “Van
Helsing” opened in May, it
was launched simultaneously
in some 40 territories,
Universal’s widest launch ever.
Speaking at a panel at the
Variety conference series held
in conjunction with the
Cannes Film Festival, David
Kosse, Universal international
marketing and distribution
president, said the movie
greatly benefited from the
blanket global strategy because
the studio could create a
worldwide event and capture
publicity all around the globe.
As audiences get younger
—in the U.S. 50% of moviegoers are 12–24 years old,

M A R K E T I N G

according to the MPAA—
they are harder to reach with
traditional media. Although
traditional television still gets
the biggest portion of the
budget—close to 40% on
average in the U.S.—studios
are figuring out ways to deal
with the fragmentation issues
that terrestrial networks pose.
Cable is important and
allows for more targeting,
De Lucia says, but the spending
levels can’t compare to the
terrestrial networks. “Panregional TV is a big deal
[because of its] presence in a
number of countries, and we
use it basically with every
film,” he adds.
Pan-regional and global
networks say they offer not
only economies of scale but
also speed of execution and
customization of promotional
programs, allowing studios to
create a big idea that works
globally and that all markets
can share in. And for some
cable networks, movie budgets
are among their top five
biggest ad categories and
growing.Those networks that
share the same parents as
movie studios also may have
an inside track. For example,
Sony Pictures Television
International is getting a
healthy portion of the
“Spider-Man 2” budget on its
international channels that
reach more than 200 million
viewers around the world and
on accompanying websites.
“We’ve gotten much
better at it and so have the
studios,” says David Clark,
VP-international marketing
partnerships, global, MTV

E N T E R T A I N M E N T

M A R K E T I N G

While the percentage
being spent online as part of a
total movie expenditure is
still small, movie marketers all
say this is where they are
increasing their budgets,
generally at the expense of
newspapers, due to declining
readership especially among
the target audience.
“The Internet is absolutely
the way our movie-going
audience gathers, seeks, and is
influenced by [information],”
says Columbia TriStar’s BasilJones. “This media option is
critical. It’s been a very important
factor, not only in how we
advertise but how we work
out publicity and promotions
and everything else.”
At first, studios were wary
of shifting money from
traditional media, and initial
efforts online involved
exchanges or contests to get
placement. Now, with better
research marketers realize its
importance and are allocating
a piece of the budget for all
“Spider-Man 2” is devoting
a healthy portion of its
budget to international
cable, including keeping
business in the
corporate family on Sony
Pictures Television
International channels in
Latin America and Asia.

and “The Matrix Revolutions,”
elements included everything
from a series of programming
related to the movies to MTV
online to mobile and wireless.

kinds of activity. For “The
Day After Tomorrow,” Fox
assured its presence on the
entertainment channels of
MSN in at least 10 country sites

across Europe with a media
buy. “This sort of presence
is only possible with a media
buy and not just through
promotional tie-ins or
exchanges,” De Lucia says.
After all, the most important
marketing tool a studio has
really is word of mouth and
the way to generate that is
to get to the right people that
first weekend, Clark says.The
Internet is an ideal way to get
these kind of influencers.
Buys online often include
more than just the basics, too.
For example,Warner Bros.
“Troy,” starring Brad Pitt,
includes as part of its package
www.screensavers.com, which
offers pop-culture screensavers
and wallpapers to the Web
savvy around the world and
lists among its partners
Paramount, Universal Studios,
and Warner Bros.
The studios’ approach to
planning and execution
varies. “We give a lot of
responsibility to our regional
offices in London,Tokyo, and
Mexico City, especially if
something is executed in one
region only,” says De Lucia. “I
will review and approve the
spend with the pan-regional
partner but the execution and
the booking are handled at
the regional level because it’s
the most expedient thing to
do; if it’s a multi-regional buy
or commitment, it would be
negotiated and agreed to from
here.The regions may do
some legwork and placement
within the region, but there
would be more involvement
from home office.”
Fox’s agency arrangements

budget releases, such
as “Van Helsing” (top)
and “Troy,”are to get
influencers into the
theaters on opening
weekends in order to get
good word-of-mouth.

also are different in each
region.The company works
with Mindshare in Latin
America but directly with the
media in Asia. In Europe, Fox
has an agency for the U.K.,
MediaVest, and is considering
adding another resource for
pan-regional buys.
Basil-Jones says approaches
differ because markets
themselves are different. “Cost
is one of the most significant
things for us.We can never
replicate the American model
going out and buying a
massive 1,400 GRP campaign.
In some markets getting 300
GRPs is about the most we
can hope for or afford.”

www.screensavers.com

Networks, referring to panregional and global programs.
“Two or three years ago, we
would do one, maybe two
global promotions a year with
Warner Bros. Now we do a
global promotion at least once
a month with them.”
Warner Bros. has worked
closely with MTV for the
Harry Potter movies.To drive
ticket sales for the current
third Harry Potter movie, the
two created as part of its
global program a contest that
offered as the grand prize a
day on the set of the fourth
Harry Potter film for the
winner and a friend plus a
trip to London to see the
release of “Harry Potter & the
Prisoner of Azkaban” and to
be in the audience of the
European version of MTV’s
TRL (“Total Request Live.”)
The contest was promoted
on all of MTV’s channels
around the world and received
hundreds of thousands of entries.
For “The Matrix Reloaded”

www.vanhelsingmovie.com

http://spiderman.sonypictures.com

Challenges for big
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has turned out to be an initial step in the
restructuring of the marketing communications

S T O R Y

The past decade’s breakup of media and creative

industry and not simply an end in itself.
Unbundling responded to clients’ demands for
more efficiency and a greater focus on media and
resulted in more media choices, but it also raised
the bar on media effectiveness.Today, the rallying
cry is about strategy and a call for a more strategic
approach to communications.That, in turn,

E

S

has raised the question of whether re-marriage
should be considered.
While there is widespread agreement that media

G

and creative need a much closer relationship than
I

they have today, not many hear wedding bells
G

ringing. “The separation albeit the right thing to
do probably went too far but had to go that far for
.

the media independents to gain the respect they
S

need,” says Robin Kent, chairman & CEO of
Universal McCann.The unbundling might have

adds,“but the old model is dead and should be
dead. I don’t see it coming back.”

A

The real question is what will replace it because
many clients aren’t satisfied with the current state

N

N

C

Y

been done better if it had been done differently, he

of affairs. An increasing number of major advertisers

B

Y

think that the current agency structure does not fit
their needs anymore, says the World Federation of
Advertisers, which represents advertisers across five
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Japan didn’t join the rest of
the world in jumping on the
bandwagon to unbundle media.
Dentsu says this J-WAVE
campaign (above) is just one
example of the result of
media and creative working
together, sometimes with
media taking the initiative.
To celebrate the 15th
anniversary of J-WAVE, Tokyo’s
FM music station, and the
station’s relocation to Roppongi
Hills, a very hot neighborhood,
the Dentsu team transformed an
office tower in the area to a
real-time sound indicator.
The 37th–40th floors were filled
with 240 green lights that
danced in sync with the level of
sound generation from the
station. “We were hoping to take
advantage of a common notion
that radio is a medium that
cannot be visualized.
This campaign materialized our
wish. A sound indicator invoked
a feeling for the music in
anyone who saw it,” a Dentsu
spokesperson said. “The
campaign not only enriched the
perception of J-WAVE but is also
the world’s first-ever campaign
that turned a building into a
medium; a sound indicator.”
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continents and 90% of global ad spending of
some US$400 billion each year.The relationship
between creative ad agencies and media agencies
has been a “topic of the day” for a while and
a much-discussed topic among members of the
WFA media committee, the organization says.
No one has come up with a single answer:
creative agencies are bringing in media and
strategic thinkers; media specialists are adding
creative resources, and whole new types of
consultancies are emerging.
The industry definitely is on the brink of
major change, says Susannah Outfin, CEO of
Carat International. “Obviously, our point of
view is not about a re-marriage [since Carat has
always been independent] but a re-creation of
media and creative working together and in
different ways.We, probably like many other
agencies, are in the middle of looking at our
over-all service offerings and what we are doing
going forward,” she says.
Carat International has added some creative
services to its offerings and also has set up a unit
called Deep Blue that offers communication
planning for multinational clients. It has worked
with Adidas, Disney, Philips, Renault, and Vodafone
among others. Staffers have diverse experience and
backgrounds, ranging from classical strategists from
firms like McKinsey to design firms and public
relations experts, and they take a broad holistic
view of all communication vehicles.The group is
coming up with “very innovative media ideas,”
she says, even things like releasing a record album.
Winds of change are blowing across the
entire creative and media landscape. “This is a
pivotal moment,” says Andrew McLean, chief
client officer-worldwide, Mediaedge:cia.
Bartle Bogle Hegarty Chairman Jim Carroll

calls it “a very exciting time in communications”
because as consumers increasingly ignore the
“conventional interrupt form of communications,”
there are lots of exciting new opportunities
opening up in programming, film, and public
relations. “We are quite excited… . It’s a
challenging and exciting time to look for new
ways of bringing messages to people.”
His agency Bartle Bogle Hegarty has created
a new position of content manager, a person who
helps the creative department better understand
“how brands can articulate themselves in a 30minute show rather than a 30-second ad,” says
Carroll. Other creative agencies are starting to
hire strategic communications planners.
Universal McCann has hired an account planner
and is training its staff in the art of account
planning.Young & Rubicam and Mediaedge:cia
have formed a joint venture called Nylon, which
says it was set up “in response to evolving client
needs and specifically the increasing demand for
specialist communications planning support.
Even in Japan, where breaking with tradition
is a well-thought-out process, two major agencies
Dentsu and Asatsu-DK, recently announced a
joint venture that will actively “develop
cross-media creative that takes better advantage
of digital terrestrial TV, the Internet, cell
phones, and other aspects of the 21st century
media environment.”
The company will also get involved in
content communications and integrated planning
services. In announcing the new venture, the two
agencies said advertising companies must respond
to a changing media environment by developing
innovative methods of communications and
creating new roles for themselves that are adapted
to the conditions of this new age.

C O V E R
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The campaigns, below and
opposite, created by Carat,
demonstrate a new kind of
relationship and process, the agency
says. Carat developed
communication strategies and the
media and creative
implementation followed.

In a pan-European
program for Adidas, the
key was building
credibility by forging
close ties with relevant
editorial content. Carat
negotiated and
managed media deals
at the pan-European
level, and the creative
was implemented
by the media owners.
Among them were
sponsorship of National
Geographic’s “Science
of Sport” TV series
across Europe, an
advertorial guide in Elle
about foot care, and
an advertorial fashion
style piece in FHM.
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And then there is the independent media
consulting agency Naked, which positions itself
as a media resource that blends the rigors of
account planning, strategy, and innovation from a
creative point of view. Jason Dawes, who left
Adidas as global media manager last year to join
Naked as a partner and to start
up an Amsterdam office, says,
“We’re really excited about
what’s happening in the
marketplace.We are seeing a
real change in how clients are
managing their business.”
Increasingly industry experts
are realizing that “one size
does not fit all,” but it’s not clear
how many different models
the market will bear. And some
clients say they are satisfied with their current
resources. One of those is Bernhard Glock,
manager of global media & communications at
Procter & Gamble and a member of the WFA
media committee, who says, “At P&G, our
agencies have a very collaborative relationship.”
For others though, the industry has yet to
offer the right solution. Dawes says major
change is inevitable. “You’ve got clients
demanding...saying to creative agencies and
media networks ‘we want you guys to work
together.’ Maybe one meeting happens and
not many more.”
Some believe that sometimes it makes
sense for media to drive the process,
especially with so-called new media. McLean
says more and more clients are coming to
media agencies first. “We for many clients
these days provide input into the creative
brief. It’s absolutely the right way for most
clients because there is no point in putting
creative together unless it’s going to reach
the audience in the right way.”
Andreas Vogiatzakis, managing director
and Taiwan country head for MindShare
Communications, believes media will take
even more control. “It makes more logical
sense,” he says.
Outfin says there are times when her
company takes the lead now, but she points
out that with the broad range of clients

Carat has, there is no single way that works.
“Some [of our clients] are more classical; they
want their marketing teams to drive the process
with their creative agency and want us to do
implementational work and some of our other
clients” want Carat to be part of the entire
process as equal partners with the client and the
creative agency.
She says it’s time for the industry to move on
from turf battles over whether media or creative
comes first and recognize that in reality they go
hand-in-hand. “If ‘creative’ is what you say, then
‘media’ is how you behave,” she says. “They are
intrinsically linked, and both are key influences
on how a brand’s communication is received.”
Carroll, however, says the starting point is
creative. It’s not the core role and responsibility
of media to generate the big brand idea or to
generate the core communications property.
“It’s not their core competence.We would
encourage them to have more creative thinking
in the planning phase. But it still should
start with traditional creative agency. Before
you can invite creative media thinking to the
table, you need to have a brand property to
be discussed,” he says.
That, he adds, is the challenge for the creative
agency: to develop a different kind of creative,
big brand ideas that work across platforms, across
media, across different target groups, across
national boundaries, internally and externally
within cultures.
“Then you need media thinking that can
work creatively and collaboratively with the
creative department to generate the best way of
the engaging the consumer,” he says.
He cites as examples from his own agency
the “Axe effect” for the Unilever’s Axe brand
and “keep walking” for the Johnnie Walker
brand. Ideas like these need to be first developed
as flexible properties not as executions for a
particular medium, he says.
Media specialists aren’t convinced. Media
people are becoming the “general contractors of
the marketing process because they have this
ability to see across a wider perspective than
just advertising,” says McLean. “These days our
customers’ world of communications is very
much bigger and different than just advertising.

BY ALEJANDRO LOPEZ

the marriage of media and creativity
And from the trembling lips of Creative was silently whispered, “Did my heart love till now? Forswear it, sight!
For I ne’er saw true beauty till this night.” Media heard not the faintest of sighs,
nor the purest of tears did touch or move her heart. Wealth and Power does cloud the mind feeding the
voracious appetites of those who feast in elevated worlds far above those of mere mortals.
The world changed as media conglomerates took a life of their own growing into Goliaths within the same village.
Further the chasm grew, shattering the hopes of a desperate love and yet from the shards grew hope.
Love is mysterious and odd indeed.
“The fog in my heart has lifted; I shall win the love of Media and marry, but what shall be the arrows that penetrate
the armor. What dragon or demon must I slay to but open her heart.” From deep in his chest Creative thrust his hand and
pulled his beating heart, offering to the gods above swearing to put life into the dying body of his beloved.
He cried, “I can express no kinder sign of love than this kind kiss.” He crumpled and fell lifeless to the ground.
The gods took pity upon this poor soul and commanded the greedy media barons to put heart back into that
which it had been removed from. The shackles that held the weary were lifted. To their surprise, ideas began
to flourish where none had existed. Across the kingdom laughter and tears could be heard.
“O, beauty, till now I never knew thee!” Media whispered, kneeling over the body of Creative. “I shall marry you, and
in doing so, the slave and master shall unite and be but one. Creativity shall be the child of this bond, and I swear
before the gods that she shall be placed in her rightful place with the heart you sacrificed at the center of her being.”
The gods and the people smiled with hopes for a brighter day. And while the media barons did not leave the kingdom,
they seemed confused by this little man and his love for Media. Perhaps their hearts would soften one day.
“Love sought is good, but given unsought is better.”

•

At Beacon, we put the idea at the center of everything we do. In the love of ideas, we merged media into brand teams whose heart and passion
is about the brand idea. Rather than use media as the master of the creative format or content vehicle, we use media as an equal partner
in the process of creation. Even though the media barons have tried to separate creativity from media, the love of an idea will ultimately prevail.
We are forced to live or die on the content and success of our brand-building ideas.We cannot sway or fog a client by a “power buy,” but rather we
are judged by the content of the message, media being one of the key creative factors.

Alejandro Lopez is president & representative director of Beacon Communications, Tokyo.

This is where ad agencies and creative
agencies have fallen down.”
Creative agencies understand how consumers
connect to brands, and they know how to
get a message created to put in front of those
consumers, but what they don’t understand
anymore because of the proliferation and
complexity of the ways consumers receive
messages is the connection that consumers have
to those channels, explains Kent.
He notes that from his perspective, creative
agencies have realized this is a piece of the
puzzle that is missing, and they are looking to
hire strategic media planners, “people who can
sit with account planners and creatives at a
senior level and help them” and be the link with
independent media organizations. But, he adds,
it’s not easy to implement. “It’s about control—
if they are still reporting to the media independent,
it will work; but if they are on agency payroll,

it will cause friction.”
Ultimately, though, the
client is the final arbiter.
“At the end of the day, it’s
all about the work,” says
McLean. “The demands
placed on the work by the
clients have grown and if the
work doesn’t deliver, that’s
when the clients start asking
for a different way of doing
things... .Whether there is a drift back to
media and creative coming closer together or
however it changes, it will be based on the
quality of the work.”
Vogiatzakis agrees, “This is not about the
creative or the media agencies.This is about how
to better serve the clients and truly become
their partners to reach their consumers effectively
and build substantial ROI.”

•

A Carat-driven program for
Renault Scenic in the U.K.
included a series of twominute programs created in
the style of UKTV channels
highlighting a different U.K.
location suitable for a family
day out. Complementary print
materials and a DVD ran
in magazines and were
mailed to Renault prospects.
21
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laurie tucker
Assuring that FedEx’s global brand message
combines structure and flexibility
VP. In 2000, the company launched a renewed
global assault on the speedy delivery market.
Even though FedEx had been operating
internationally for 20 years and is now in 215
countries, the new FedEx strategy was to apply
renewed pressure on UPS and DHL, brand
leaders in Europe and Asia. FedEx has now turned
its sights on catching UPS and DHL in the
lucrative Chinese market, where the companies
have been battling since 1989.
“We want to be the No. 1 brand in China in
the next year or two,” says Tucker.
The consumer market is important, but the
FedEx strategy is driven by the huge business-tobusiness market.
“Unquestionably, b-to-b is where there is
the most leverage and traction,” says Tucker. “The
most recent financials
tell us that the b-to-b
m a r ke t i s a l l a b o u t
international growth and
global connectivity.”
Small businesses are
at the heart of that
strategy,Tucker explains,
“because we can help
make small businesses
grow globally by allowing
them to be seen as
bigger than they are.”
Central to FedEx’s
global marketing strategy
is a rigid adherence to
the brand identity:
Speed, reliability and
connectivity are at the
heart of the brand’s identity and the same message
is religiously conveyed everywhere.
“We don’t allow fluctuation in those brand
guidelines,” she asserts.
“Yet while we centralize protocol and brand,
we don’t force a U.S.-centric mindset on global
branding and marketing,” adds Tucker. “The biggest

Laurie Tucker literally grew up with FedEx.
Back in the days when she started with the
global giant in 1978, the company was known as
Federal Express, a five-year-old in-your-face
upstart taking business away from a sacred cow in
the delivery business in its home country: the U.S.
Postal Service.
When Tucker came on the scene, Federal
Express and UPS had battled each other and
government regulations, first to take consumer
and business packages between all 50 states and
then to launch swift, accurate, and reliable
international delivery services outside the
auspices of government.
It was a novel idea, but not a difficult sell to a
business community and hordes of consumers
hungry for service they weren’t getting with Uncle
Sam or from snail-placed independent shippers.
Central to the FedEx strategy then—and
now—is a global advertising message that
encourages local focus on the larger global
message of FedEx’s broad and reliable service.
Tucker had a finger in virtually every aspect
of FedEx’s business in those early days. From
service to product development to new customer
technology services to global brand management,
she learned the business as the company was
finding its feet and making its mark.
Now as senior vice-president for global
marketing for the Memphis, Tenn.-based FedEx
Corp. with its seven brands (FedEx Express,
FedEx Ground, FedEx Freight, Kinko’s, FedEx
Custom Critical, FedEx Trade Networks and
FedEx Supply Chain Services),Tucker stands in a
unique position among her peers, since marketing
is a full partner in FedEx corporate planning.
“We’re very much a partner in building out
the strategic framework for the company; we help
drive strategy for the corporation,” says Tucker.
Federal Express morphed into FedEx (a name
that resonates globally and is more easily
pronounced throughout the world, says Tucker)
in 1998, two years after Tucker became a senior
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Laurie Tucker learned
the FedEx business
from the ground up.
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BBDO New York

Fedex’s popular “Drama”
campaign sent a global
message that hit home:
International shipping needs
have no big dramas.

Campaigns for each
market, such as
Canada (above) and
Mexico (right) give
local slants to the
global message of
reliability and trust.

pitfall in global marketing is to
think you can use a one-size-fits-all
viewpoint.”
Within the strictures of the basic
brand identity, there’s a great deal of
leeway to meet the needs and maturity
of individual markets, says Tucker.
Regional marketing teams develop
plans based on a consistent brand message
mindful of different levels of awareness and
maturity.The company makes some pan-regional
media buys, predominantly for sports platforms
where it has investments already established,
such as the French Open, Formula 1, and the
World Cup. These buys are mostly on TV
on CNN Inter national, BBC, and CNBC
International.
The company also runs in the international
editions of Business Week, The Economist, Time, and
U.S. News & World Report with targeted messages
specific to the regions where the ad appears.
The key to FedEx’s success?
“We get where the people are.We understand
the business and culture in every one of these
countries. We build in each one as though we’re
starting a new FedEx and help them grow the
market from the inside,” she says.
BBDO New York has been a
close partner in the marketing
effort, handling all traditional
advertising throughout the transition
from Federal Express to FedEx,
with BBDO North America’s
newly-appointed CEO John
Osborne “tremendous” at running
the FedEx account, says Tucker.

“BBDO is a part of our global strategy and
this year they have actively led our strategic
thinking to reinforce our message
globally,” Tucker says. OMD Media handles
media, and DIGITAS handles all interactive
advertising.
Part of the universal message has been reliability,
responsiveness, and peace of mind.
“Our focus is on local advertising and media
management.We look at multiple opportunities
for communication to make the dollars go
further,” she explains. This is accomplished by
fully integrating all messages, regardless of media
channels. For example, the “Relax it’s FedEx”
message is presented consistently through TV,
radio, print, online, and direct marketing.
That’s especially important in a tough economy
where FedEx and BBDO are searching for ways
to make the ad dollars stretch and to help their
customers do the same.
This means a pointed and direct message that
includes print, outdoor, online, and direct mail in
addition to the core broadcast message.
When BBDO created its current television
message, “On the boards, everyone’s least favorite
was ‘Drama,’” says Tucker. “But when they were
shooting, there was enough in the budget to shoot
it anyway, so they did and it became a big hit.
The ad, depicting two melodramatic shipping
clerks bemoaning the inevitability that an
important shipment would go astray, was a hit in
the U.S., and a sleeper that’s played well in Europe
and Latin America.
Finally,Tucker says,“We’re in all the countries
and regions we want to be in. We just want to
be bigger.”

•

Looking at Chinese women today, it is hard to
imagine their difficult past. For most of China’s
5,000-year history, women have had little status
and are often absent from historical accounts until
the 20th century.
But in the late 1920s, Chairman Mao recognized
the power of women when he wrote, “Women
hold up half the sky.” With the economic reforms
of Deng Xiaoping in 1979, Chinese women
gained better access to education and jobs.
Today, Chinese women have become one of the
most powerful consumer groups. “Women hold
up half the market” is not an exaggeration. To
understand China’s women, it’s useful to look at
four main classifications: Identity Builders, Career
Builders, Family Builders, and New Life Builders.

L

identity builders
Female Identity Builders are high school and
college students who see themselves as, “I am not
a girl, but not yet a woman.” For this group,
personal growth and self-discovery are important.
According to a 16-year-old, “Don’t let me know
too much about my responsibility, about the
future. Today is my concern.” Therefore, we can
also address them as the “Me Generation.”
From hip accessories to stylish clothes;
cutting-edge electronic equipment to new types
of entertainment activities, this
group has a taste for “in” items.
With changing trends, it is hard
for them to show loyalty towards
someone or something. Consider
Coca-Cola’s recent ad campaign;
the brand has used ten celebrities
to appeal to this group. Of these
women, 70% admit to buying a
product because of the creative
execution of a TV ad,“Why I like
Adidas? Because I like their ads.”
Identity Builders seek acceptance
by fr iends and parents. They
know that high academic scores
can do that.They idealize overseas
education, especially in countries
like Australia, U.K., and the U.S.
They believe that knowledge can
create success and ultimately lead
to a fulfilling life.
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In the past,
a trip to
Hong Kong
was a luxury.
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To find their personal identity, they seek
intellectual stimulation. They find enjoyment
from educational networks such as Discovery,
National Geographic, and the show, “Happy
Dictionary.” Using the Internet as a learning tool,
female Identity Builders find international friends
in chat rooms, download music and games,
e-mail, and search new websites for information.
They also immerse themselves in foreign pop
culture with western DVD movies, which can go
for as little as US$1.

career builders
As first generation “only children,” Female Career
builders have a competitive
streak. High performance levels
accompanied by promotions
gives them the stability and means
to finance a house, apartment, or
an auto. Cars like China’s own
QQ,VW Polo, and GM’s Sail are
the desired vehicles.
To maintain a professional
image, they spend wisely on items
that project their ideal lifestyle.
As foreign brands continue to
enter China, Career Builders
have a wider selection of stylish
brands to portray their image
and lifestyle. More established
brands, such as Versace and Louis
Vuitton, have now been joined
by other names: Miss Sixty, Prada,
BCBG, and DKNY.
When it comes to advertising,
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women in
china gain
buying power

they are touched by emotion, such as commercials
with a romantic plot or advertising that uses
babies and humorous moments.
These women find ways to improve their
lifestyle.They hit the gym, but not when they are
tired. Weekends are for quieter activities such as
going to the park, the tea house, even Starbucks.
For this health and beauty conscious group, beer
belongs to their parent’s generation; fruit drinks
are for their generation.
Winding down from a hard day’s work, a long
bath is perfect. To seek knowledge, they enjoy
news programs. To relax, soap operas, DVD
movies, romantic sequels, and sometimes variety
shows are popular. For cleaning the house and
cooking, radio music programs do the trick.
In the past, a trip to Hong Kong was a luxury.
Now, the Career Builder is interested in seeing
faraway places such as England, France, Italy, and
Spain. And if she chooses to travel closer to home,
her destinations will include the Philippines,
Thailand, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, and Singapore.
Wherever she goes, she is not worried about
applying for a visa or passport even though
traveling abroad is considered a difficult process.
These females are very loyal to China:“My career
is built up in China, and I don’t want to go abroad
right now.” and “I want to go for study and after that,
I will return.” or, “If I can go with my boyfriend
and parents, I might live in other countries…”

family builders
With the one child policy, Family Builders focus
most of their attention and time on their child.
They spend weekends visiting museums, zoos, and
parks and expose their child to activities such as
chess, painting, and music.
Some older Family Builders experience a
mid-life crisis. They worry about aging and their
future security. For others, caring for aging parents
and watching their child’s career develop take priority.
Compared to the other groups,they are avid music
radio program listeners; however, when watching
television, they channel flip and do housework
during commercial breaks. But they are entertained
by advertisements of famous worldwide brands.
Simple and smart commercials with a unique and
creative execution hold their interest.
Despite desires to have long-term investments,
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Family Builders shop impulsively for cosmetics,
clothes, and accessories. They want to look and
stay young so they exercise and make frequent
trips to the beauty parlor. Their buying behavior
is affected by advertisements,“I do not believe the
unknown brand,” they say. Many of their purchases
are based on recommendations from their friends,
co-workers, and experts.
Brands they recognize include Nike, Adidas,
KFC, McDonald’s, Nokia, Motorola, DHL, UPS,
Buick, and Li Ning. But they pay little attention
to international clothing and cosmetic brands.

new life builders

“

From hip
accessories
to stylish
clothes;
cutting-edge
electronic
equipment
to new
types of
entertainment
activities,
[Identity
Builders
have]
a taste
for ‘in’
items.

”

Many New Life Builders suffer because of low
compensation from the government or retirement
plans. Their main concer ns are health and
longevity. Although they care about their children’s
family, they are worr ied about housing and
healthcare costs. To survive in modern society,
some even look for jobs.
To help relieve stress, they are entertained by
playing mahjong. For others, joining clubs creates
a network of others in the same situation. For the
adventurous, group travel to see various parts of
China is enjoyable.
Their consumption decisions are based on
their need for commodities. “There is no need to
advertise if the product is promising,” they say.
They attach importance to reliability and costs so
straightforward communication works best.
From television news to the Drama Channel,
they enjoy a variety of programs during the daytime
hours. This works well from an advertiser’s
perspective since most healthcare-related
commercials are aired during that time slot. Also,
costs of advertising are significantly lower than
during prime time. In the evening, they enjoy
reading the evening newspaper.
Chinese women do not take their new
opportunities for granted. They work hard to
provide the best for their parents, spouse, and
child. Chinese women are our grandmothers,
mothers, wives, and daughters. Twenty-five years
after the economic reform, women hold up half
the market.

•

Tomaz Mok is chief creative officer,
McCann-Erickson Guangming, China.

picking up steam
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Advertisers in the U.S. and Asia are joining
Europe in bringing media auditing services
into their fold as ongoing resources.

accountability

T

I
part of a
continuing
series on
the ways
advertisers
are bringing
accountability
and ROI
into the
marketing
process
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The question about the role
of media auditing globally is
no longer “if,” but “who” and
“how soon.”That’s clear as
the two major global services,
Billetts International and
Media Audits, both Londonheadquartered, continue
expanding into new countries
and as more local services
emerge and others expand
across regions.
“We think that the whole
role of performance monitoring
is going to increase throughout
the world. It is already very
much a given within the U.K.
where about 70% of billings
are monitored now,” says Ron
de Pear, chief executive for
Continental Europe & Asia, of
Billetts International.
“The reality is every country
will benefit from this kind of
work,” says Eric Faulkner,
partner of Sydney-based The
Faulkner Group, Australia’s
oldest and largest firm.
Although most commonly
referred to as media auditors,
the firms prefer to be described
as media monitors in order to
convey the ongoing nature of
the process, which involves
assessing a client’s performance
against its key competition,
recommended quarterly, and
offering recommendations for
continuous improvement.
John Billett, chairman and
founder of Billetts, says

businesses are now realizing
that they must apply the same
kind of systems they use in
other functions to media,
especially with soaring costs.
For most multinational
corporations, media spending
is one of their biggest expenses,
he says, adding, “What clients
demand is that their investment
is managed well and that
it delivers as efficiently and
effectively as possible.”
From an assessment, clients
will know whether they got
better or worse quality than
their competition, whether they
paid more or less than their
competition, and where there
are areas for improvement,
says P.J. Leary, chief operating
officer of Media Performance
Monitor America (MPMA),
the U.S. division of Billetts,
which started up nine
months ago and has business,
representing over $2.1
billion in national broadcast
expenditures, from two auto
clients, three in consumer
goods, two each in electronics
and retail, and one in finance.
There have been published
reports that Media Audits
expects to open in the U.S. also.
This comes as activity is
increasing in Asia too.Within
the past few months, R3 Asia
Pacific, a Singapore-based
consulting group affiliated
with Jones Lundin Beals in
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the U.S. specializing in agency
compensation and relationships,
has added media auditing to
its services across the region.
Faulkner Group, which says
only about 20% of the billings
in its home country are
monitored, has begun working
in Singapore and Thailand,
with at least nine clients in
each market.
Billett says he is seeing
increasing interest in “pannational” work if not global,
and his firm’s biggest client
on a worldwide basis is Sony.
According to a report in the
Nihon Keizai Shimbun, the
work for Sony covers ads for
key group companies in
about 40 countries in North
America, Europe, and AsiaPacific, including Japan.The
company is looking at “how
Sony's 2002 move to deal
with only one ad agency per
region has helped the firm
achieve its goal of enhancing
cost effectiveness,” the
Japanese paper reported.
Moves toward adding
another resource to the creative
agency-media combo has
taken longer in the U.S. and
Asia, but is developing rapidly
despite resistance from agencies.
“That happened in Europe
too but advertisers stood up
to them,” notes Erwin
Ephron, partner of New Yorkbased Ephron, Papazian &
Ephron, a media consultancy
and a major investor in
MPMA.“It’s in the advertiser’s
interest to have third party
review,” he says.
Media auditing firms
admit they generally face fear
and resistance from agencies
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in the beginning.
“Invariably the agency’s
first reaction is, ‘I don’t want
to do this, I don’t want to
work with these guys and it’s
painful,’” says Faulkner. “But
after our first presentation,
three or four months down
the track, they usually
realize we are trying to help
everyone get it better. …The
key element is this isn’t a
bunch of numbers that get
thrown to a client and the
client goes to the agency.”
And in fact Faulkner, like
many media auditing firms,
insists that the agency be
present at all presentations.
“The numbers allow you
to understand the market, the
client, and the customer better
and hopefully get some insights,
and the insight leads to doing
it better,” Faulkner says.
Clearly, agencies see it as
more work and someone
looking over their shoulder,
says Ephron, but “it shouldn’t
threaten the agency.”
Advertisers need to know
the prices they are paying in
order to buy media smarter.
Ultimately, it will “change
how things are bought and sold.
It will make advertisers smarter
consumers,” Ephron says.
Billett cited one example
of a change that already has
occurred. He says a major
U.S. auto company has revised
its negotiations policy with
regard to the positioning of
its ads in the programming to
get into more advantageous
positions and has built that as
a key performance indicator
into the remuneration package
of its agency.

On the other hand, Leary
says he is finding that agencies
that are super confident in
their approach and believing
they will come out favorably
feel that a media audit
demonstrates their value to
their clients. “They see it

the first to sign up in the U.S.
There are a number of
ways that media auditing
firms can help. For example,
Leary explains, if a client
using prime time on a major
network has a greater
percentage of impressions

a way to validate their value,”
he says.
Regardless, clients aren’t
giving them a choice, and
those that have experience
with audits in Europe, such as
Nissan and Ford, are among

than the competition, there
might be a way to decrease
that position while staying
dominant vs. the competition
and reinvest the savings in
something with a higher
efficiency such as syndication.
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“Most agencies don’t have
that level of information to be
able to act on it,” he says.
Another area that can be
addressed to show value is the
position of the commercial
within a pod. Billetts research
shows that advertisers appearing
within the first and second
positions within a pod show
overall a 28% increase in
awareness. “We take data like
that and show clients how
their improvement in position
in pod can generate real
dollar value. For someone in
purchasing or procurement,
it’s real value, and they
can look at it as bottom line
contribution,” Leary says.
Although media auditing
in Asia is just now being
established, there has been
interest before but not enough
to support companies across
the region. However, in Japan,
a company owned by Aegis
Group, called SPI, has been
conducting media audits
for almost 10 years for many
clients including Nissan,
Vodafone, and Fujitsu.
Greg Paull, R3 Asia Pacific
principal, says his firm’s
expanded offering “is quite
a big deal for us and hopefully
for the industry.” Less than
1% of media is audited in
Asia, he says. “We’ve worked
with our own clients already
on benchmarking media
performance, but this year
our intention is that this
will be done by a broader
range of marketers.”

•

This story was written and
reported by Nancy S. Giges
and David Kilburn.
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america’s image

E S S A Y

Why U.S. corporations should take on the
task of public diplomacy.
B Y
K E I T H
R E I N H A R D

Business for
Diplomatic Action
aims to change
America’s
tarnished image,
expressed by
satirical magazine
Adbuster (below).
A first step is a
“World Citizen’s
Guide” (right) to
be be distributed
to American
students studying
abroad.

Keith Reinhard is
president of Business
for Diplomatic Action
and chairman
of DDB Worldwide.
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Around the world, respect for
America keeps plummeting
with each new poll. And while
CEOs of American companies
are anxious to believe that
consumers still don’t connect
feelings
about our
government
with feelings
about our
brands,
the warning
signs are
there.
History
would
suggest the
worst is yet
to come.
Those who
remember
World War
II saw how
prejudice
works. At
first, we
hated the
leaders of
Germany, Japan, and Italy.
Before long, our anger was
transferred to the people and
products of the Axis nations,
which is why some Americans
still won’t buy a German car.
While the historical
comparison may not be perfect,
the U.S. business community
should take notice when, as
reported recently, ten restaurants
in Hamburg banned Coke
and Marlboro cigarettes and

would no longer accept
American Express cards; and
when one in four respondents
to a Leo Burnett survey in Asia
Pacific said they have avoided
buying American brands; and
when 36,000 people signed
on to a Vancouver-based web
site to ask for boycotts against
“the greatest symbols of the
Brand America warriors:
McDonald’s, Philip Morris,
ExxonMobil,Texaco, the
major automakers,Tommy
Hilfiger, Gap, Starbucks, Nike,
Disneyland, the Hollywood
cinemas.”
Studies show a strong link
between affinity toward
American culture and consumer
ratings of American brands.
In Germany, according to a
Roper study,“American brands
rated best” dropped 13 points
between 2002 and 2003.
In the same year, “usage of
American brands” dropped
eight points in Taiwan and
12 points in Hong Kong.
If a cooling toward
American culture foretells a
cooling toward American
brands, chill is in the air. A
news item last year reported
that a number of Swiss exchange
students set to study in the
U.S. decided to go elsewhere
because “the U.S. is no longer
cool.” In December, a London
reporter said that British author
Margaret Drabble spoke for
much of the intelligentsia when
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she told the Daily Telegraph:
“My anti Americanism has
become almost uncontrollable.
It has possessed me like a
disease. I can’t keep it down
any longer. I detest Disneyfication,
I detest Coca-Cola, I detest
burgers, I detest sentimental
and violent Hollywood movies
that tell lies about history. I
detest American imperialism,
American infantilism, and
American triumphalism about
victories it didn’t even win.”
Experienced marketers know
that change in attitude always
precedes a change in behavior.
It’s only a matter of time.
In the face of the continuing
erosion of our reputation as a
nation and a people, the U.S.
business community should
organize to enhance both the
prospects for U.S. business
expansion and the country’s
reputation.That’s why for the
past two years, a number of us
in advertising, marketing, and
media have been collecting
information, conducting
discussions, and meeting with
experts to create ways for
U.S. corporations, especially
U.S.-based multinationals, to
address the growing problem.
Early this year, our group
formally organized as Business
for Diplomatic Action, Inc.,
a New Brand of American
Diplomacy.While our
directors include an impressive
number of top marketing
communications professionals,
the organization is not about
making ads or about “selling”
America. Instead, we hope
to initiate and influence
diplomatic actions that over
time will start to win back

lost friends and make new
ones, especially among the
world’s young people.
One of several root causes
of anti-American sentiment is
our perceived personality as a
people. Our own surveys show
consistently that Americans
are seen as arrogant, ignorant,
and loud.As a small step toward
changing this perception, we
have created a “World Citizen’s
Guide,” to distribute initially to
the 200,000 American students
who study abroad every year.
Responses to requests for
advice for Americans came
from nearly 100 countries and
were turned over to students
at the Temerlin Advertising
Institute at Southern Methodist
University.They’ve completed
a passport-size booklet whose
contents include the reminder
that if we shrunk the world to
100 people, only one would
be a U.S. citizen.The guide
contains a summary of how
the world sees us and provides
tips on how to behave to make
the most positive impression.
A general audience version is
being prepared to accompany
every international ticket issued
by U.S. air carriers. Reminders
about the different meanings
of gestures, advice to “keep
religion private,” and noting
that “casual profanity is
considered unacceptable in
business conversations” can
begin to have a positive effect
given the 55 million U.S.
citizens expected to travel
abroad this year.
Another step envisioned
by Business for Diplomatic
Action is the simple sharing
of best practices by those

U.S. multinationals who have
found ways to be good citizens
abroad instead of bad tourists.
Once assembled, these best
practices can be accessed on a
public diplomacy web portal
along with our growing
collection of research and
resource material.
More ambitious plans
include funding existing
exchange programs for youth
and providing free Englishlanguage training for young
people whose access to
Western ways is limited by a
language barrier. Here at
home, we are creating briefing
materials that can sensitize
U.S. business travelers to
the root causes of antiAmericanism, the extent to
which it exists, and the most
effective responses to it.
Even if business cannot
directly influence foreign policy
—and maybe it should try—
U.S. multinationals are uniquely
qualified to initiate a new brand
of public diplomacy.They touch
more lives than any government,
they are not encumbered
by government bureaucracy,
and they have an urgent
business motive for winning
back friends for America.
Beyond that, they have a
responsibility.To quote John
Quelch, Harvard Business
School professor, “This
problem is too important to
be left to government agencies.
Multinational companies and
their foundations need to invest
in reversing this trend...it is
essential to multinationals’
long-term growth.”
It’s also the right thing
to do.

•
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global promotions

If global advertising has hit some
bumps in the road, global promotions are
finding it even rockier.
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Executing the same marketing
plan worldwide and creating
advertising that can run
worldwide, although much
more complex than thought a
decade or so ago, are not
impossibilities.
International brands, such
as Coke, McDonald’s, Levi’s,
and British Airways to name
just a few, have all been
successful with worldwide
advertising campaigns. But
worldwide planning and
execution of promotion
programs are still pipedreams
for many. It’s not for lack
of trying so much as the
differences of promotion
tactics and retail environments
in one country to the next.
However, with the
international expansion by
multinational retailers, such as
Ahold, Carrefour, Sainsbury,
and Wal-Mart, there is a
growing trend to some
standardization in acceptable
promotion programs.
Multinational companies
like to create and execute
promotional programs if not
on a worldwide basis at
least in large parts of the
world because it’s more cost
efficient. Other trends are
creating opportunities
for more global programs,
including the growing
importance of sports
sponsorships like the World

Cup and the Olympics that
allow multinationals to offer
an umbrella program that a
number of countries can
localize. Licensed characters,
such as those from Disney or
Warner Bros., are another
example of worldwide
properties that multinationals
can offer to their companies
in countries.
That doesn’t mean global
promotions are easy. Strategy,
tactical execution, and creative
for promotional programs are
all subject to local considerations,
rules, and regulations as well
as cultural preferences.The
differences can be daunting.
For example, a sweepstakes
event in the U.S. cannot
require a proof of purchase as
a condition of entry; but in
Mexico, as in many other
countries, a chance promotion
can require a purchase.
Legal considerations such
as prize structure, government
fees, bonding, and registration
vary greatly.
Another widely varying
practice is the use of bonus
packs, such as 33% more
product for the regular price.
In the U.S., this kind of
promotion is relatively rare,
primarily because retailers
maintain tight control over
the number of stock keeping
units (skus) allowed on their
shelves, particularly of in-and-
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out items like bonus packs.
This is not as strictly
controlled in other countries,
and bonus packs or banded
packs (two packages wrapped
together in some way, typically
one brand as the carrier and
the other as the trial brand)
are very effective tactics and
popular with consumers.
During the World Cup in
2002, for example, there were
more than 30 different near
and on-pack offers in footballcrazy England and Mexico.
In-store demonstrators are
another example.Throughout
Latin America, in-store
demonstrators (push girls as
they are called) tend to be
the schoolbook solution for
promotions for new and

ongoing products.These crews
not only pass out sample
products but also supplement
store personnel in stocking
shelves of the brands involved,
police shelf activities, and
answer consumer questions
about brand usage and flavors.
For supermarkets, these crews
provide a service face for the
stores that consumers in many
markets expect because of
shopping in small mom-and-pop
stores that still may represent a
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substantial percentage of
retail volume for most brands.
And while there is in-store
sampling in the U.S., it is
not nearly as commonplace,
primarily because U.S. companies
use other promotion tactics,
such as media-delivered
cents-off coupons to generate
trial. Cents-off coupons are
virtually unused in other parts
of the world.
The most popular use of
premiums in the U.S. are mailins with proofs-of-purchase,
often with a fee and a handling
charge, but in the U.K., nearpack premium offers (the
sponsored brand with the
premium attached or on the
store shelf next to the product)
are a favored tactic.

world countries, using the
postal service can be a dicey
proposition.
In the U.S., slotting
allowances (payments for shelf
space primarily for new products)
are the scourge of many U.S.
promotion planners, but are
not yet as common in other
countries. Account-specific
events are difficult to execute
in countries where small volume
retailers make up the lion’s
share of a brand’s volume.
Sorteos (sweepstakes) and
lotteries are popular in Latin
America and can cross borders
when conducted with a panregional media partner, such
as cable television. In Mexico
alone, it’s not unusual for
TvAzteca, the No. 2 network,

as ad agencies with an
international pricing and service
structure.
Typically, a company with
worldwide rights to global
sporting events or wellknown characters, publishes a
worldwide sponsorship rights
handbook or intranet website.
The site includes details on
use of the trademarks or
service marks involved, the
required approval process as
well as a catalog of sponsoring
organization rights, and
services that can be purchased
for local programs.
Some companies also
include print and broadcast
advertising themes and
concept development of
promotion tactics for local

And in some places, mailing
proofs-of-purchase and a
payment to get a premium
back in the mail is unheard
of, often because of a lack of
trust in the mail system. In
countries with reliable postal
services, such as the Japan,
U.S., and U.K., the procedure
for mailing and getting
refunds and premium offers
through the mail is efficient
and reliable. In countries in
Latin America and other third

to generate more than a
million entries, all with proofs
of purchase of participating
advertiser products, for its onair promotions.
So just how should a
marketer go about doing a
promotion globally or even in
more than a single country?
Many rely on promotion
agencies with offices in a
number of countries even
though multinational promotion
agencies are not as advanced

execution. And there also
may be in-store merchandising
artwork and recommendations,
all for individual countries
to execute locally as their
budgets allow.
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Sweepstakes, such as one this spring
for Goodyear that tied in with soccer,
can be executed broadly in Latin
America when conducted with a panregional partner like ESPN. A contest
offered grand prizes of all-expense
paid trips to Spain including tickets
to a soccer match. The promotion
was advertised in a TV spot on ESPN
networks throughout the region.
Consumers submitted their entries
on ESPN Spanish-language and
Portuguese-language websites. ESPN
has promotional tie-ins for a number of
other sporting events planned this year.

•

Louis Haugh
(lou.haugh@klone.com)
is managing director,
Westridge Inc. consulting
division, which provides
marketing consulting
and execution services.
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Member agencies of the ICOM independent network contribute
their time to produce work to give back to society.

Client
United Way
Agency
Cramer-Krasselt
Client

Country

The Cancer Council of Australia

U.S.

Agency
Wilson Everard
Country
Australia

Client
Dairy Nutrition Council
Agency
Incognito
Country
Finland

Client
Del Valle Foundation
Agency
Montenegro y
Asociados Publicidad
Country
Mexico

Client
Beauty Without Cruelty
Agency
Triton Communications
Country
India
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Client
Sodexho Foundation
Agency
DiBona, Bornstein & Random
Country
U.S.
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Client
Foundation of Children’s Dreams
Agency
Rock + Partners
Country

Client

Austria

G&T Insurance
Agency

Client

Jaque Mate Communications

Argentine

Country

Advertising Council

Guatemala

Agency
Dialogo Publicidad
Country
Argentina

Client

Client

Agency-initiated

National Institute of
Transplantation

(encouraging proper waste disposal)

Agency

Agency

Dialla Communications

Al Punto Advertising

Country

Country

Ukraine

U.S.

Client
Fernbank Museum
of Natural History
Agency
The Morrison Agency
Country
U.S.
Client
Brazilian Association of
Lymphoma and Leukemia
Agency
Rino Publicidade
Country
Brazil
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turkey
A polite, sophisticated culture
that thrives on humor
Turkey offers a unique challenge to marketers: A
young, hip, growing population driven by a unique
culture of polite formality, not homogenized, but
homogenous in national pride and affection for sports.
High energy sports-oriented
“The Turkish people are very intelligent and
very sophisticated, perhaps more so than in the
messages, such as this
U.S.,” says Elizabeth Goksel, an American who
spent more than 30 years teaching English in
commercial for Kar's Cipso
Turkey. “It would be a mistake to think the slapstick type of advertising that works so well in the
potato chips by Fikir Merkezi,
States would fly at all in Turkey.”
In the cosmopolitan cities, women dress to the
play well in Turkey.
nines; business and social culture stand on ceremony
emphasizing politeness. “In-your-face types of
advertising won’t work in Turkey,” says Goksel.
Yet Turkey is an enigma with vast economic
gulfs and a wide range of cultural identifications.
“It is not possible to talk about one Turkey,
and the division is largely in [socio-economic
status],” says Meltem Gurler, managing partner of
Fikir Merkezi (translation: Idea Center) advertising
agency in Istanbul.
The gap between the A-B market and the C-D
market is vast, says Gurler:“You have to talk in one
way to the A-B group and in a totally different
way to the other group, even about the same
product. That’s why companies prefer to launch
sub-brands for different social classes.”
Television, as in many countries, is the
common denominator. Local serial commercials
have very high ratings
because they tell a story, and
Turkey is populated by young,
that speaks to the heart of
hip, urbanites and a comparatively
Turks, says Gurler.
unsophisticated rural population.
Socio-economic gaps
Some products have separate brands
are crossed by celebr ity
for the two demographics.
endorsements. “Celebrity
One-third of the population owns
usage is very high. Both the
a mobile phone; 65% own homes; only
newcomers and the powerful
9% have home computers.
brands use celebrities.”
Sports celebrities provide
Global marketing campaigns often
double power in a country
don't succeed because Turkish
sensibilities require a unique
combination of politeness and humor.
B Y
K A T H

T
^

understandably mad for football, since Turkish
teams have historically been strong competitors
on the World Cup circuit.
Gurler’s agency hired Hakan Sukur, a popular
football player playing on European teams a few
years back. Bringing a note of Turkish nationalism,
Sukur was featured in potato chip commercials
with the tagline, “Turkey’s chips,Turkey’s proud.”
The campaign was credited with helping boost
market share for Kar Gida potato chips to 10%;
the share continued to rise to 39%—with advertising
using sports figures—and challenging No. 1
Frito-Lay brands.
Then Kar Gida was bought by Kraft Foods,
which mandated the use of global campaigns,
while Gurler’s agency was left with below-the-line
work, and market share began to fall.
“The global management had begun to decide
about every step and force the local management
to use the global campaigns and television
commercials,” she says. Fikir Merkezi resigned the
account early this year. “The market share was
declining and we couldn’t do anything.” In fact,
the share fell by nearly half, Gurler says.
Meanwhile, Frito-Lay fought back, localized
itself and its brand (now called A la Turca), and
produced Turkish-oriented campaigns with a
popular standup comedian. Demand for the
product quickly passed Frito-Lay’s production
capabilities. “Now it is really difficult to catch
them,” Gurler comments.
While Fikir Merkezi is an independent agency,
it recently joined the ICOM global network for
international connections. Gurler left her previous
agency, Select, after it was bought by BDDP.
Humor also is important, she says, and a lack
of understanding of the Turkish sense of humor
frequently makes global campaigns unsuccessful.
“Mega global brands like McDonald’s and
Coca-Cola prefer to create local campaigns
specifically for Turkey. That’s why they have
succeeded,” says Gurler.
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MARINA CAY, TORTOLA
Clients and media specialists took a much welcome break when CNN International
invited them to “Escape to Paradise,” a sailing trip in the British Virgin Islands.

Insight into Asia

NEW YORK
Representatives from three Asian research
companies discuss the findings of their recent
studies at an International Advertising Assn.
breakfast. (All identifications from left.)
1 Tom Brookbanks, Mediaedge:cia.
2 Simon Baty, IPSOS-RSL;
Steve Garton, Synovate;
Mark Grunert, Nielsen Media Research.
3 Nick Mesquita, The Economist;
Laine Siklos, Time.

2

4 Chris Graves, Far Eastern
Economic Review; Forrest Didier,
Nielsen Media Research.

1

5 Olly Comyn, The Economist.
6 Mark Grunert, Nielsen Media Research.
7 Natascha Rockwin, Newsweek;
Carla Vogel, The Asian Wall Street Journal.

4

5

8 David Lucas, IPSOS-RSL.

7
3

8
6
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PARIS
Attendees at a forum on “How to Sell Global
Brands in a Fragmented World,” organized by
Le Club des Annonceurs and the International
Advertising Association France, heard a variety
of speakers. (All identifications from left.)
1 Kyohei Noguchi, Nissan Motor Co.

2

1

2 Johnny Hornby, Clemmow, Hornby, Inge,
and Alex Batchelor, Orange.

3

3 Neil Simpson, Vodafone.
4 Mats Rönne, Electrolux.
5 Susannah Outfin, Carat International, and
Liz Workman, Workman Partnership.
6 Roberto Passariello and Annette Halabi,
both Eurosport.
7 Yves-Marie Dalibard, BNP Paribas,
and Dominique Juillet, of Peugeot.
8 Andrew Butcher, Time & Fortune
International; Tim Ellis, Volvo;
and Meritxell Guitart, Text Appeal.

6

4 5

9 Mike Segrue, Poster Publicity.
10 Adam Lister, Barclays,
and Simon Moore, ICP.
11 Hugh McCahey, The Economist.
12 Elliot Polak, Text Appeal, and
Deborah Malone, inter national ist.

7

13 Karen Mullis, Wall Street Journal Europe;
Anne Renton, BusinessWeek;
and Michelle de Vallois, Dow Jones.

8

9
10

12
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OCTOBER 22
IAA SWEDEN SEMINAR:
“ROI—IS ADVERTISING
REALLY WORTH IT?”
PLACE:

Summit, Stockholm

RESERVATIONS:

contact@iaasweden.org,
46-70-557 4295
PRICE: Member SEK200;
non-member SEK450

NOVEMBER 10
IAS and IAA SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE ADVERTISING
HALL OF FAME
PLACE:

Ritz Carlton Hotel

RESERVATIONS: instadv@singnet.com.sg

or 65-6220-8382
PRICE: Member S$98; non-member S$180

NOVEMBER 15–16
FIPP 4TH WORLDWIDE
MAGAZINE MARKETPLACE

STOCKHOLM

PLACE: Hilton London Metropole, London

Members of the advertising industry get together
at a cocktail party hosted by the Swedish chapter of
the International Advertising Assn.: (top from left)
Mattias Kallio, Dagens Media; PA Gerdin, Gerdin;
(bottom): Mathias Saving, Publicitas; Martin Sundberg,
MediaCom), Markus Saving, Publicitas.

RESERVATIONS:

LONDON
Oliver Cleaver, Kimberly-Clark (top), was a
presenter at the first module of the IAA U.K.’s 2004
Media Communications Course.
Mike Tunnicliffe of United Airlines (above, right) was the guest
speaker at the chapter’s monthly business lunch. With him is
Charlie Brookes, Financial Times, which sponsored the event.

Christine Scott,
christine@fipp.com
PRICE: £487.62 including VAT; £464.12
for additional company delegates;
non-member: £558.12; £528.75 for
additional delegates

NOVEMBER 24
IAA FRANCE BETTER BUSINESS
BREAKFAST
“HOW TO WORK WITH ASIANS”
PLACE:

Le Press Club de France, Paris
Ingrid Paun
33-68-543-27-89 or
bbw_paris@yahoo.com;
Mary L Rega 33-68-68-04179
PRICE: Member €50; non-member €70
RESERVATIONS:

Swimming for a good cause
LONDON
The five hours it took Mike Jarvis, Banner Corp.,
to swim 500 pool lengths was well worth it:
he raised £11,000 for Julia’s Home of
Happy Colours, a nurturing environment for
AIDS orphans in Zimbabwe.

NOVEMBER 30
WORLD FEDERATION OF
ADVERTISERS
4TH GLOBAL ADVERTISING
SUMMIT
PLACE:

New York
Katrine Lesuisse
k.lesuisse@wfanet.org
PRICE: NA
RESERVATIONS:

DAMASCUS
Raja Haddad, Starmanship & Associates (top, left) led a
seminar on “Situational Leadership,” organized by the
Syrian chapter of the IAA. Among the attendees were Fadi
Abujrab, Yellow Pages/Syria (top middle); Naji-Pierre
Chaoui, Chaoui Group, (top right). Also attending: Fadi
Homsy, Concord-Media (above, left); Samer Ajlani,
Intermarkets Advertising.

MAY 22–25, 2005
35TH FIPP
WORLD MAGAZINE CONGRESS
PLACE: Waldorf Astoria Hotel, New York
RESERVATIONS:

www.fipp.com
Helen Bland helen@fipp.com
PRICE: NA
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2
NEW YORK
Nancy J. Wiese, VP-worldwide brand
advertising/marketing of Xerox Corp (photo #6,
center), spoke about the “Challenges of Global
Branding” at an IAA New York luncheon.
1 Helen Alexander, The Economist;
Barbara Basney, Xerox.
2 Steve Howe, Financial Times;
Mike Carlin, Universal McCann.
3 Warren Ho, Claire LaRosa,
both The New York Times.

1

4 Penny Scott, Time.
5 Amy Stettler, Gita Jagarnauth,
both Euro RSCG Worldwide.
6 Paul Halas, Business Week; Xerox’s
Wiese; Lou Tosto, Business Week.
7 Marty Shapiro, CNN International.
8 Eileen Neill, Christine Haring,
both American Express.

3

4

5
6

7
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8

Send your suggestions for people whose careers have taken them around the world to editorial@inter-national-ist.com.
1996 JAKARTA
Perwanal/D’Arcy

1998 HONG KONG
D’Arcy Asia Pacific

1998 SINGAPORE
Ogilvy & Mather

1992 ATLANTA
U.S. Army

1990 SEOUL
U.S. Army

1992 LOS ANGELES
DDB Needham
1995 PARIS
Euro RSCB

JAKARTA Ogilvy & Mather Indonesia, Managing Director

1989 LONDON
BBJ/Carat

1998 LONDON
Ogilvy & Mather

1997 BEIJING
Mindshare China

2000 ATLANTA
TBS Latin America

2002 BANGKOK
Initiative Thailand

2001 HO CHI MINH CITY
Ogilvy & Mather

2000 SHANGHAI
Space/Engage Asia China

2004 JAKARTA
Ogilvy & Mather

2004 SHANGHAI
R3 China

2003 NEW YORK
Ogilvy & Mather

2003 SINGAPORE
Leo Burnett

2004 HONG KONG
DDB

T R A C K

2002 MEXICO CITY
TBS Latin America

2001 SINGAPORE
D’Arcy
2000 HONG KONG/GUANGZHOU
D’Arcy

1999 HONG KONG
Starcom Hong Kong/China

1997 ATLANTA
Disney ABC Cable Networks

MEXICO CITY TBS Latin America, Director-Affiliate Sales for Mexico & Central America

1989 KUALA LUMPUR
Ogilvy & Mather

1992 HONG KONG
Ogilvy & Mather

Ogilvy & Mather Worldwide, LG Electronics Global Account Brand Director

SHANGHAI R3 China, Media Consultant

B O R E L L I

Michel

T H O R P

Malcolm

S C H W A R Z

Said

NEW YORK

1987 JAKARTA
Ogilvy & Mather

1984 HONG KONG
Ogilvy & Mather

1978 LONDON
Ogilvy & Mather

1992 AMSTERDAM
DMB&B

1995 SEOUL
DMB&B

HONG KONG DDB, Managing Director, International Division Asia

1987 AMSTERDAM
Ogilvy & Mather

M O T M A N

M U R P H Y

Mike

V A N

Dick E.G.
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directions please?!
In an ego contest of governmental
expenditure that went horribly
awry, Amsterdam’s Schiphol
International Airport also
doubles as a gigantic shopping
basket. Upon arrival you are
likely to find yourself lost in an
urban oasis of a mall that
attracts teenagers who are not
even travelling. For an airport
this is unheard of and well
worth noting when you consider
that there’s probably more
mall-related revenue than from
landing fees.
onward, soldier!
But that doesn’t mean there
isn’t business to be done in this
flattest of flat metropolises,
because Holland’s overall
agreeable nature, preference
for English, and proximity
between those great old
European powers of France and
Germany leave the local
community well situated for
international trade and shipping.
Thus Nike, several banks, a tulip
bulb exporter, and Europe’s
hottest ad agencies all make
these environs home.
accommodations
If you work for a bank like
Mellon, ABN AMRO, or ING
(with corporate offices resembling
a giant wooden shoe, or boat,
depending on whom you ask),
the lovely Okura Amsterdam
hotel may be your first port
of call, as it is well located for
reaching these icons of

www.inter-national-ist.com

Beneluxian banking. However,
we are sad to report that
the breakfast there costs about
$97.5 million dollars and is
absolutely foul.
For only €55.00 you can
enjoy a splendid brunch at the
altogether nicer Blakes
Amsterdam Hotel. This is another
Anouska Hempel work of art,
with amazing rice protein bath
products from Greece, snappy
service, and more attitude than
an Antwerp diamond dealer
vacationing in the Congo. Love
it. It’s really the only place to
stay. When you call, if you say
Rem Bastiaens (the sales
manager) suggested you stay,
maybe he’ll hook you up with inroom champagne as a welcome.
BLAKES AMSTERDAM HOTEL
Keizergracht 384, 1016 GB
the scene
People tend to think Amsterdam
is a cute little city of bicycles,
tulips, and stoned college
students. There’s much more to
it than that!
Take the Supper Club for
instance. Howie, your host,
opened this international icon
to slovenly decadence about ten
years ago, and it is still the
hangout of those beautifulpeople types. But of more interest
is the new Nomads, with the
same owners, which features
a distinctly Arabian feel and
to-die-for music. Here we have
pink smoked glass infinity
mirrors, hookahs, delicious
taboulleh, falafel, and other

items. This is a smoking club of
sorts and a wonderful place to
close a deal as long as you
don’t worry about asthma or
other such respiratory ailments.
SUPPER CLUB
21 Jonge Roelensteeg
Old Centre, New Side
31 20 638 0513
www.supperclub.nl
nomads
133 Rozengracht
31 20 344 6401
other activities
Sorry. But Amsterdam really is
about fun, and that’s why most
people do go. So rent a bike and
pedal down to Vondelpark to

tend to kick off, so no sense
being a party pooper. The
biggest dance party of the year
is Dance Valley, held at a different
location each year in the nearby
countryside. Dozens of circus
tents, DJs, and assorted freaks
will keep you awake and
provide stories for dozens of
weeks after your return.
Otherwise, head to the
Leidselplein in the city center, or
check out the city’s two biggest
venues, Paradiso and Melkweg.
To make sure you dress the part,
check out Club Wear House,
which offers pre-sale event
tickets and crazy dress ideas.
CLUB WEAR HOUSE
242 Spuistraat
31 20 622 8766
chill out
After all that, there is nothing
better than an amiable stroll
around Amsterdam’s quiet
canal-crossed streets, taking in
the local atmosphere. Do some
shopping for Dutch favorites. Try
Apotheek Jacob Hooy for
The Blakes
Amsterdam
Hotel's Long
Gallery offers
a splendid
brunch and
a traditional
high tea.

check out the Film Museum and
its many outdoor cafés. During
the summer, the park is full
of locals and visitors alike,
lounging in the hot sun and
chatting away about everything
from current events to the latest
in designer fetish. Feel free to
join a conversation, beer in
hand, and offer your two-cents.
At night, Amsterdam does

medicinal herbs, licorice, and
natural remedies — it’s been
operating since 1743!
APOTHEEK JACOB HOOY
Kloveniersburgwal #10
Nieuwe Markt
On your way out of the city, take
care not to get lost in the airport
again, miss your flight, and end
up on a train to Belgium.

www.hubculture.com is in the know on the places where
members of the global society stay, eat, shop, and play.

•

Courtesy of Blakes Amsterdam
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These days clichés just aren’t what they used to be. Once upon a
time we all knew the rules—New York was the undisputed capital
of everything, China was Communist, and Amsterdam was where you
went for magic mushrooms and tulips, all cast in a faint red glow
and misty rain. Well, times change, and so has Amsterdam. No longer
just for porn stars, Europe’s most liberal city is also a modern
business haven bursting with stale corporate sprawl, office parks,
and the occasional limousine.

